
For Ms.Olivier, painting is as much a plaything as it is a calling. An unaffected, almost childlike whimsy
defines the work. Though mindful of the weight of tradition, the paintings never take themselves too
seriously. Titles like Some Assembly Required and Full Contact Karaoke indicate the self-deprecating side
of Ms. Olivier’s approach

More persuasive and integral to her vision are the sharp and icy palette, the touch that’s immediate,
studied and offhand all at once, and the homely wood-shop leftovers she paints upon. Hers is an art of
heroic ambitions and unassuming means, rigorous methodology and throwaway improvisation. Ms. Olivier
knows that being smart and fooling around aren’t mutually exclusive. And she knows that art isn’t anything
unless it embraces paradox.

Nancy Olivier, Double Whammy, 2004,
acrylic on wood; courtesy the artist
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Trace Elements: New paintings by Nancy Olivier 
is at Bond Gallery, 5 Rivington Street, NYC until 
Nov. 10, 2005. 

Trace Elements
Trace Elements is the title of an exhibition of abstract
paintings by Nancy Olivier, and it fits. By over-lapping
brushstrokes, lines, runs of acrylic paint and a recurring
grid on small, sometimes irregularly shaped panels, Ms.
Olivier launches detailed investigations into facets of 
the basic principles of painting–alternately reiterating,
obscuring and uncovering them.

Emphasis on the handcrafted object, establishment of
illusory space, careful juxta-position of form and the 
often-vexing material independence of paint–Ms. Olivier’s
pictures offer a fairly relentless dissection of her chosen
craft. Clement Greenberg famously suggested that painting
must shed its extraneous baggage to achieve a purity of
medium. Ms. Olivier’s overriding desire is to interrogate
that purity. And to muck it up a bit, too.

That’s how the paintings bypass the theoretical and 
pedantic. Ms. Olivier knows that there has been more 
than enough skepticism concerning the viability of art and
its ability to withstand the driving force of history. Her
aesthetic pursuit admits no defeat; instead, it affirms the
role that individuality and optimism can play in the
regenerative potential of art.
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In the past few years, there's been a tendency for
painters to exhibit, alongside their recent efforts on
canvas, a temporary wall painting created specifi-
cally for its venue. This trend is an-if-you-can't-
beat-'em-join-'em phenomenon, indicative of 
nothing so much as the painter's insecurity in the
face of an art scene dominated by the site-specific,
the object-oriented and the sensational. 
It was with some trepidation, therefore, that I attend-
ed Wall, an exhibition at Metaphor Contemporary
Art: Sculptor Jim Osman and painter Nancy Olivier
had been invited to transform the gallery's environs
by painting on one wall apiece. My trepidation was
unwarranted. Mr. Osman and Ms. Olivier have
acquitted themselves honorably. Mr. Osman, whose
fascination with cut-rate architecture is tongue-in-
cheek but devoid of condescension, has created a
geometric fresco reminiscent of the Williamsburg
Housing Murals on display at the Brooklyn Museum
of Art. Ms. Olivier, who's done wall paintings before,
overlaps looping calligraphy, satiny grids and 
vertical drips to impressive decorative effect.

Still, both artists lose something when straying from,
in Mr. Osman's case, the three-dimensional and, in
Ms. Olivier's, the physical parameters of the paint-
ing support. Indeed, Wall underscores how pivotal
the right format is to an artist's vision, how it can
energize and focus style. Mr. Osman's mural is stur-
dy and fine, his paintings of faux brickwork droll but
no more-whereas Here and There Wall (2002), the
lone sculpture on view, is dead-on, activating space
in a deceivingly simple and curious manner. As for
Ms. Olivier, her coupling of chance incident and the
utterly methodical gains in rigor, wit and authority
the more it's contained: Compression does wonders
for her. The recent paintings on panel, aligned on
the vertical and measuring 24 by 18 inches, are her
strongest work to date. Two of them–the abrupt 
classicism that is House Arrest (2002), and 
First Among Equals (also 2002), with its wan light
and wandering drips–are among the most beautiful
abstractions I've seen by a contemporary painter.
Hard-headed yet flexible, smart and funky, 
Ms. Olivier is a formalist who likes to have fun–and
her fun is serious business.

Wall: Jim Osman and Nancy Olivier is at
Metaphor Contemporary Art, 70 Washington Street,
Suite 1113, in Brooklyn until Dec. 15. 

Mario Naves
Serious Fun



Nancy Olivier, Vestige, 1992,
acrylic on canvas. 72˝ x 60˝
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Nancy Olivier treats painting and drawing
as equals, rather than as elements in a strict
hierarchy. In this show, Olivier used quite
a large stretch of wall as well as canvas
and paper for her emotionally charged
abstract compositions. Images seemed to
seperate from surfaces, to propel forms
and their contents outside the viewer’s 
perceptual boundaries.

In Night Light, 1993, an eight-by-twelve-
foot wall painting, bustling linear networks
traverse a muted ground, enhancing the
ceaseless movement of the gestural
shapes. This work is suggestive of the
process of recognizing the patterns and
structures of one’s own behavior. The bold
pencil lines in this piece recall Jackson
Pollock’s seminal drawings from the late
‘40s, crowded with strange configurations.
Other works, however, had more of a 
minimalist character, such as Vestige and
Screen Memory #2 (both 1992).

In fact, Olivier’s deployment of the lan-
guage of abstraction is based largely on
her appropriation of minimalist bands and
grids, and post-Minimalist strategies, from
which she creates works that emphasize
abstraction’s emotive rather than formal
potential. The vertical drips of Screen
Memory #1, and the grid in Screen
Memory #2, both function to create a
bridge between color and darkness, as if
figuring the power of subjective perception.

—Ronny Cohen 



Nancy Olivier, Interior Motif, 1997, acrylic on wood, 48” x 60”






